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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) is rapidly moving from an experimental phase to an implementation phase in many fields, including medicine.

The combination of improved availability of large datasets, increasing computing power, and advances in learning algorithms has created
major performance breakthroughs in the development of AI applications. In the last 5 years, AI techniques known as deep learning have
delivered rapidly improving performance in image recognition, caption generation, and speech recognition. Radiology, in particular, is a
prime candidate for early adoption of these techniques. It is anticipated that the implementation of AI in radiology over the next decade will
significantly improve the quality, value, and depth of radiology’s contribution to patient care and population health, and will revolutionize
radiologists’ workflows. The Canadian Association of Radiologists (CAR) is the national voice of radiology committed to promoting the
highest standards in patient-centered imaging, lifelong learning, and research. The CAR has created an AI working group with the mandate to
discuss and deliberate on practice, policy, and patient care issues related to the introduction and implementation of AI in imaging. This white
paper provides recommendations for the CAR derived from deliberations between members of the AI working group. This white paper on AI
in radiology will inform CAR members and policymakers on key terminology, educational needs of members, research and development,
partnerships, potential clinical applications, implementation, structure and governance, role of radiologists, and potential impact of AI on
radiology in Canada.
R�esum�e

L’intelligence artificielle progresse rapidement de la phase exp�erimentale �a la phase de mise en œuvre dans de nombreux domaines,

notamment la m�edecine. L’acc�es �a de grands ensembles de donn�ees, la puissance croissante des ordinateurs et les avanc�ees en mati�ere
d’algorithmes d’apprentissage ont permis de faire des pas de g�eant au chapitre du d�eveloppement des applications d’intelligence artificielle.
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Au cours des cinq derni�eres ann�ees, des techniques comme l’apprentissage profond ont permis d’am�eliorer rapidement les capacit�es de
reconnaissance d’images, de production de l�egendes d’images et de reconnaissance vocale. La radiologie est un domaine tout indiqu�e pour
l’adoption pr�ecoce de ces techniques. L’int�egration d’applications d’intelligence artificielle en radiologie au cours de la prochaine d�ecennie
devrait grandement am�eliorer la qualit�e, la valeur et la port�ee de la contribution de la radiologie aux soins des patients et �a la sant�e de la
population, en plus de r�evolutionner le travail des radiologistes. En sa qualit�e de porte-parole de la profession au Canada, l’Association
canadienne des radiologistes (CAR) d�efend des normes de pratique �elev�ees en imagerie centr�ee sur les patients, en apprentissage continu et
en recherche. La CAR a mis sur pied un groupe de travail sur l’intelligence artificielle qui a pour mandat de discuter des enjeux li�es �a la
pratique, aux politiques et �a la prestation de soins relativement �a l’introduction et �a la mise en œuvre d’outils d’intelligence artificielle en
radiologie. Le pr�esent livre blanc formule �a l’intention de la CAR des recommandations issues des d�elib�erations des membres du groupe de
travail. Il renseigne les membres de la CAR et les responsables de l’�elaboration des politiques sur la terminologie �a employer, les besoins en
mati�ere de formation, la recherche-d�eveloppement, les partenariats, les applications cliniques potentielles, la mise en œuvre, la structure et la
gouvernance, le rôle des radiologistes et sur les retomb�ees potentielles de l’intelligence artificielle en radiologie au Canada.
� 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of Canadian Association of Radiologists. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is permeating our personal and
work environments. AI applications used every day include
voice-powered personal assistants, behavioral algorithms
applied to real-time phone conversations, shopping recom-
mendations powered by predictive analytics, and self-driving
vehicles. It is predicted that AI applications will become
faster, smarter, and more convenient to implement and use.

Breakthroughs in medical imaging technology and
research have led to the exponential growth of medical
imaging data stored in digital format over the past 2 decades.
These machine-consumable data must be curated so that they
can be used with AI to optimize patient outcomes, ensure
appropriateness, and enhance the efficiency and accessibility
of the health care system. As clinical experts on the use of
imaging to diagnose and treat disease, it is critical that
radiologists participate and lead in the implementation of
data-driven systems that will interface with clinical
workflows to improve patient care.

In May 2017, the Canadian Association of Radiologists
(CAR) established an AI Working Group with a mandate to
discuss and deliberate on practice, policy, and patient care
issues related to the introduction and implementation of AI
in imaging. This mandate will ensure that the CAR remains
at the forefront of the discussion about the use of AI in
imaging in Canada, so that radiologists can shape the way
that the technology influences and impacts their work and
role as physicians. The working group includes members
from a range of subspecialties (covering adult and pediatric
radiology) and backgrounds (including imaging informatics,
engineering, biophysics, and research).

In this white paper, we summarize the objectives of this
working group as follows:

1. Essential AI terminology
2. Key issues and best practices pertaining to educational

needs of CAR members
3. Importance of critical assessment of AI literature in

compliance with principles of evidence-based medicine
4. Research and development
5. Clinical applications and implementation
6. Structure and governance
7. Role of radiologists and potential impact of AI in the

context of radiology in Canada

Based on the current state of the art, we summarize
key issues and provide recommendations for each topic.
Considering the rapid rate of technological advances in this
field and the large impact they will have on radiology, it
is intended that this white paper (and the policy and
recommendations provided herein) will be reviewed and
updated on a regular basis. It is the intent of the CAR that
these AI-focused publications will be helpful to radiologists
and policymakers as they work to integrate AI advances into
practice in a manner that is beneficial to patients and the
health care system.

Objectives

The mandates of the CAR AI Working Group are to do
the following:

1. Research and examine the potential impact of AI on
radiology in Canada, in various practice models.

2. Guide the development of CAR policy regarding the use
and deployment of AI in radiology.

3. Promote and facilitate research and development in AI
applications led by imaging experts in collaboration with
different stakeholders across Canada.

4. Provide guidance and support for the membership and
help members integrate AI advances into their practices
in a manner that is beneficial to our patients and health
care system under the leadership of radiology.

5. At the appropriate time, lead in the development of prac-
tical solutions for implementation of AI into routine clinical
practice in collaboration with different stakeholders.

6. Oversee the formation and work of specific working
groups that may be formed in the future to address
specific challenges or issues of interest in AI.

7. Advise the CAR Board of Directors in their engagement
with corporate partners working in the AI field.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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8. Act as CAR spokespeople regarding the use of AI in
imaging, in an effort to inform and assist other CAR
members.

This white paper was written to inform readers on the
current state of the art of AI in radiology, provide a
conceptual framework for future publications, and make
recommendations for key issues pertaining to AI in
radiology.
AI Terminology

Radiologists use a specialized vocabulary to describe
findings precisely and communicate them to other
radiologists, referring physicians, and patients. As AI
technology expands and eventually becomes a part of clinical
workflow, radiologists will need to become familiar with the
underlying concepts and terminology. The hierarchy of AI
fields is illustrated in Figure 1. Definitions of commonly used
terms in AI are provided in the following section and
summarized in Table 1. Interested readers may refer to online
glossaries for further details [5,6].
Hierarchy of AI Fields
The term artificial intelligence first appeared in print in
1955 [7]. AI refers to the branch of computer science
dedicated to the development of computer algorithms to
accomplish tasks traditionally associated with human
intelligence, such as the ability to learn and solve problems.
AI is a broad term that designates a variety of fields and
techniques.

Machine learning (ML) refers to the part of research on
AI that seeks to provide knowledge to computers through
data and observations without being explicitly programmed
[8]. This is accomplished by tuning of parameters within the
Figure 1. Venn diagram illustrating the hierarchy of artificial intelligence

fields defined in the text. Adapted from Goodfellow et al [1] with permission

from MIT Press.
algorithm to optimize the goodness of fit between the input
(ie, text, image, or video data fed into the algorithm) and
output (ie, classification). The acquired knowledge allows
computers to correctly generalize to new settings.

ML algorithms evolve as they are exposed to more data.
Nearly all ML algorithms used to analyze the pixel data of
radiology examinations ‘‘learn’’ to give a specific answer by
evaluating a large number of exams that have been
hand-labeled. For example, a ML algorithm to detect lung
nodules on chest radiographics will be trained by analyzing
thousands of chest radiographs that humans have labeled as
being normal, or as having nodules in the lungs.

Representation learning refers to a subtype of ML in
which no ‘‘hand-crafted’’ features are provided. Instead, the
computer algorithm learns the features required to classify
the provided data. The amount of training data has an impact
on the performance of ML algorithms: adding data generally
improves performance (Figure 2). If provided enough
training data, systems based on representation learning may
achieve better performance than traditional ML systems that
incorporate ‘‘hand-crafted’’ features.

Deep learning refers to a subfield of representation
learning which relies on multiple processing layers (hence,
deep) to learn representations of data with multiple layers of
abstraction [10]. The various layers in these algorithms are
used to detect features ranging from simple (eg, lines, edges,
textures, intensity) to complex (eg, shapes, lesions, or whole
organs) in a hierarchical structure [11].
Neural Networks
Neural networks are the algorithms that are most
commonly used for image analysis today. The name refers to
their design inspired by neurons in a brain. These neural
networks are composed of layers of connected nodes (or
neurons) and may contain thousands to millions of nodes.
Each node receives information from some pattern of other
nodes. If the information that node receives crosses a
threshold, that node then sends a signal out to other groups of
nodes. These outputs are weighted, in that they send a small
signal out when they are weakly stimulated, and a strong
signal when they receive appropriate input.

The ultimate goal of the overall network is to come up at
the end with an answer for each exam that matches that
exam’s labels. Mathematically, the algorithm tries to
maximize the number of right answers. Initially, it
randomly sets each nodes weights and inputs, and thus
randomly guesses the answer. It then compares the guess
with the real ‘‘ground truth’’ label provided by a human.
Then it changes the patterns of the neural connections and
the weights it assigns each node and uses that to produce
another guess. It repeats this process thousands or millions
of times, each time tweaking the nodes to improve the
chance that its next guesses will better match the ground
truth labels.

Training a neural network involves prompting the
algorithm to guess, compare, change weights for a better



Table 1

A glossary of commonly used terms in artificial intelligence applied to radiology and health care

Term Definition

Artificial intelligence Capability of a machine to imitate intelligent human behavior [2]

Computer-aided detection The computer highlights areas of concern for further evaluation without providing a diagnosis [3]

Computer-aided diagnosis The computer provides a diagnosis or differential diagnosis for physician review [3]

Computer-aided triage Computer reviews the study and classifies it, either prioritizing it for radiologist review or providing the diagnosis without

further radiologist review [3]

Classification Action of identifying a feature category without localization on an image

Deep learning Subfield of representation learning that relies on artificial neural networks with multiple processing layers to learn

representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction

Detection Action of identifying and localizing a finding in an image

Machine learning Subfield of artificial intelligence that provides machines the ability to learn from data without being explicitly programmed [4]

Model Structure and state of a neural network that allows the transformation of input data into a calculated output

Neural network A model composed of layers consisting of connected nodes inspired by neurons in a biological nervous system

Represention learning Subtype of machine learning where algorithms learn the features required to classify the data

Segmentation Process of delineating the boundaries of a lesion or organ in an image

Testing Process of evaluating the performance of a model

Training Process of selecting the ideal parameters of a model after iterative adjustments

Validation Process of using a subset of the dataset (distinct from the training set) to adjust the parameters of a model
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guess, and compare again, for thousands or millions of
incrementally better guesses, finally reaching a point where
more guesses either cease to improve results, or the change
in improvement becomes too small to matter.

Many types of neural nets exist, each representing different
ways to cluster these nodes, how nodes change their weights,
how they combine and from where they receive inputs, and to
which other nodes their outputs go. Common types of neural
networks include convolutional neural nets, recurrent neural
nets, long- or short-term memory, and generative adversarial
networks. In practice, these types of networks can be com-
bined. A discussion on the design and function of neural
networks is beyond the scope of this article. Hence, we direct
interested readers to introductory texts on AI, ML, and deep
learning linked on the CAR website [12].
Figure 2. Graph illustrating the impact of data available on performance of

traditional machine learning algorithms (that rely on hand-crafted features)

and neural networks with few (shallow), moderate (medium), or large (deep)

numbers of layers. Adapted from Easy Solutions, Inc [9] with permission

(http://blog.easysol.net/building-ai-applications/). This figure is available in

colour online at http://carjonline.org/.
Learning Process
The learning process may occur either via supervised
learning, in which a training set of data contains anno-
tations by humans to match the desired output of the al-
gorithm, or unsupervised learning, in which the training
data do not contain annotations and the algorithm seeks
to cluster or organize the data to reveal underlying
patterns.

Almost all ML for analysis of radiology exams is
currently performed via supervised learning which re-
quires appropriately labeled training data. This highlights
2 challenges: 1) adequate labeling of key imaging find-
ings, a tedious and time-consuming process, and 2)
appropriate definition of ground truth (eg, radiology
report, pathology report, clinical outcomes). Proper
training of ML algorithms will require new ways to label
data or to deal with loosely labeled data. Ground truth,
which is often found on a continuum (eg, ranging from
normal, probably normal, indeterminate, probably
abnormal to definitely abnormal) may require artificial
clustering into normal vs abnormal. One approach, used
by the American College of Radiology (ACR), is to define
use cases for common problems [13].

The power of these programs is their ability to find
patterns in complex data, including medical images. For
image analysis, ML algorithms can identify subtle patterns
beyond the threshold of human detection, with the potential
to extract valuable new information [14].

ML algorithms often require a large amount of data
to ‘‘learn’’ to provide useful answers, and processing these
data requires significant computing power. The rapid in-
crease in power of graphical processing units (GPUs),
initially created for accelerating computer graphics, such
as used in gaming, have provided flexible hardware for
ML purpose. The access to computational power and
large training datasets has made these algorithms cost
effective.

http://blog.easysol.net/building-ai-applications/
http://carjonline.org/
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Recommendations
� Radiologists should be familiar with different AI
techniques.

� Radiologists should understand the challenges related to
preparation of training datasets for supervised learning.

� Radiologists should be familiar with AI terminology and
hierarchy.

Education

The CAR sees the need to provide expert, unbiased
education to multiple different audiences, including
practicing radiologists, radiology residents, medical students,
radiology and medical imaging researchers, the overall data
science or ML research community, industry partners,
hospital and health care systems administration, other
clinicians, regulators, and the general public. Goals for this
education initiative include the following:

� Explain and standardize the terminology. To have a
realistic, useful framework, all involved should use a
common and universally understood lexicon.

� Describe the opportunities, and challenges, in a clear
manner, and avoid either excessive hype or fear. AI will
soon provide radiologists with valuable new tools to
extract more information from radiology examinations,
enabling imaging specialists to add greater value in the
circle of care.

� Understand current issues with AI and radiology.
High-level medical imaging data science is neither
child’s play nor impossible. Good ML is powerful,
helpful, and valuable. Bad or unethical ML is dangerous,
and patients, radiologists, and the government must work
together to prevent it. In particular, caregivers and
governing bodies should be wary of grandiose claims
originating from entities with a strong profit motive in
the commercialization of AI technology.
Education for Image Analysis AI Research and
Development
AI research and development requires skill in statistics,
coding, data structures, and domain-specific data mining, in
addition to new frameworks for data plumbing and
computation. Building a medical image analysis tool may be
as easy as learning the Python programming language
and relying on existing software libraries. However,
understanding the underlying math, statistics, data structures,
and algorithms is significantly more challenging. Being able
to generalize an algorithm to work on disparate input data,
from multiple different imaging machines using a myriad of
protocols, is very difficult.

On the other side, data scientists without experience in
day-to-day radiology practice need to be aware of the depth
and idiosyncrasies of radiology workflows. It is common at
conferences to see scientific presentations and posters of AI
projects that on the surface may appear to address a clinical
setting, but miss critical parts that render the algorithm
useless in practice. For example, fully automated
segmentation of liver tumours may appear spectacular [15],
but does not provide informationdsuch as type of tumour,
distribution of tumours, and relationship to vessels and
stagingdrequired by surgeons and oncologists for clinical
management. In addition, how things are described in med-
ical textbooks may differ from how they are implemented in
practice.
Education for Commercialization
The CAR may collaborate with other societies such as the
ACR to develop clinical use cases or develop use cases
independently. The CAR has a primary role to educate and
work with regulatory bodies on how to handle products that
potentially change their outputs over time. Algorithms are
both amoral, and at their core are built to optimize some
function. As such, they are prone to bias, and potentially
produce significant ethical issues. CAR has the responsibility
both to research and educate all stakeholders, and
particularly the public, on what types of ethical and bias
issues may arise, and how to detect and manage them.

For example, a ML model for stratifying the risk of cancer
in pulmonary nodules detected on computed tomography
(CT) scan achieved high performance on the training dataset
that included patients from the U.S. National Lung Screening
Trial, but much lower performance once applied to patients
at Oxford University Hospitals [16]. This suggests that a ML
model incorporates implicit selection biases from the
demographics of the population used for its training which
may not be representative of the target population in which it
will be applied. If this discrepancy in diagnostic performance
is not recognized, there is a risk of misdiagnosis and
potential harm to patients.

Commercializing an AI image analysis product requires
understanding the clinical need, or use case; the business
case; and new methods of product regulation, verification,
and monitoring. The computer vision literature provides
countless examples of automated segmentation and
computer-aided detection (CAD) tools that are not used in
clinical practice despite decades of refinement. To overcome
barriers to clinical adoption, AI image analysis products
must be integrated seamlessly in the clinical workflow and be
able to interface with picture archiving and communication
system (PACS) software, which may otherwise act as a
gatekeeper in the value chain.
Education for Radiologists Using AI Products
Practicing radiologists need to understand both the value,
and the pitfalls, weaknesses, and potential errors that may
occur when an AI product performs image analysis. While
these algorithms are powerful, they are often brittle, and may
give inappropriate answers when presented with images
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outside of their knowledge set [17,18]. This includes images
with technical artifacts such as movement or beam
hardening, or images obtained with inappropriate techniques.
For example, an algorithm-evaluating brain CTs may work
perfectly for long stretches, but then a new software upgrade
to the CT occurs, or a new CT machine comes online, and all
of a sudden, the algorithm produces faulty results. To
alleviate this concern, in many modalities, new protocols for
standardized imaging should be adopted with AI in mind,
similarly to guidelines that have been proposed for image
acquisition to enable quantitative analysis [19].

AI is used for more than image analysis. It is a powerful
tool to identify patterns, predict behavior or events, or
categorize objects. In the near future, these noneimage-
analysis tools may dramatically affect radiology. For example,
these tools have the potential to improve radiology
departmental workflow through precision scheduling, identify
patients most at risk of missing appointments, and empower
individually tailored exam protocols. Perhaps most anxiety-
provoking for radiologists, AI may enable programs that use
radiologists and their work as data, identifying details of each
radiologists’ practice pattern, and even categorizing them:
enabling the creation of a sophisticated radiology report card.
Evidence-Based Medicine
The ongoing development and impending deployment of
AI applications in radiology must be tempered with a
consideration of the principles of evidence-based medicine.
While currently concentrated in the research domain, it is
anticipated that significant human and financial resources
will be committed to AI deployment. Before clinical
adoption, it is imperative that AI applications in radiology
should be held to the same degree of accountability and
effectiveness as for new medication or medical device due to
the potential ethical, medico-legal, and bias that may arise
from the use of AI tools in radiology. More than most
conventional information technology tools, AI applications
may directly influence the diagnosis and management of a
patient. Hence, this professional responsibility should be
taken seriously and cautiously by radiologists and computer
scientists working in this field.

Critical assessment of AI solutions should be based on
widely recognized principles of evidence-based medicine. A
distinction must be made between preprint articles released
on online repositories (eg, arXiv.org), peer-reviewed articles
that describe technical developments (typically in computer
science and engineering journals), and peer-reviewed articles
that report diagnostic performance in radiology journals.
Certain use cases, especially those that model patient
diagnosis or prognosis, should respect existing consensus
statements. For instance, AI tools developed for diagnostic
purposes should follow the STARD (Standards for Reporting
Diagnostic Accuracy) statement [20], which provides a list of
essential items for reporting in diagnostic accuracy studies to
improve the completeness and transparency of these studies.
Similarly, studies reporting predictive models should be
compliant with the TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a
multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or
Diagnosis) statement [21], which emphasizes the transparent
reporting of study settings, outcome follow-up intervals, or
precise definitions of how outcomes were defined and
measured, and study design elements. Although these
requirements are not always given as much attention in
technique papers, they have paramount importance in
clinical studies and applications.

This is important because AI applications in radiology
may be sensitive to characteristics of the study population
(eg, prevalence and distribution of disease spectrum in the
selected population), variations in equipment (eg, different
scanners and different manufacturers) and imaging protocols
with different imaging characteristics (eg, spatial resolution,
temporal resolution, contrast, signal-to-noise ratio), and
choice of reference standard (eg, radiologist’s interpretation,
pathology, clinical outcomes) [22]. Thus, comprehensive and
transparent communication of patient cohort criteria will be
required to ensure that the performance on training datasets
is generalizable to target hospital sites and to ensure the safe
and responsible application of AI algorithms.

Whenever possible, a high standard for validation and
reproducibility of techniques must be encouraged. This may
occur in a variety of ways: through the development and
dissemination of standardized training and validation
datasets, the promotion of open data science competitions, or
the creation of federated networks to permit institutions to
validate tools locally and to ensure the safe generalizability
of algorithms. Algorithms should undergo rigorous
validation demonstrating robustness impervious to variations
in equipment and imaging protocols.
Recommendations
� The radiology community must be educated on how to
critically analyze the opportunities, pitfalls, and chal-
lenges associated with the introduction of new AI tools.

� The CAR must engage with regulatory agencies on the
ethical and medico-legal issues concerning AI and play an
active role in the advocacy of evidence-based principles in
the evaluation and certification of radiology AI tools.

� The AI research and development community must address
issues surrounding dynamic adaptive and active learning
systems that may vary in prediction or performance over
time and embed radiologist oversight over dynamic systems
due to the potential impact on patient care.

� The CAR should support and develop common standards
for validation and testing of AI tools, emphasizing
stability of performance over varying settings,
equipment, and protocols to certification for clinical use.

Research and Development

In this section, we discuss opportunities in AI research
and development in Canada. We also address needs in terms
of access to clinical imaging data from different imaging

http://arXiv.org
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modalities for training and validation purpose, sharing of
data, standardization of software framework, clinical trans-
lation, and open questions pertaining to partnerships between
academic research laboratories and industrial partners.
Opportunities
Canada hosts several leading AI research laboratories
with strong connections between academic research and in-
dustrial innovation [23]. The early investment efforts of the
Canadian government through organizations such as the
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research and the
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council have
supported the foundational work of deep learning
pioneers such as Geoffrey Hinton at the University of
Toronto, Yoshua Bengio at University of Montreal, and
Richard Sutton at the University of Alberta [24]. There is a
clear opportunity to leverage the strength in fundamental
research and apply this technical know-how to develop
clinically useful AI applications with the input of Canadian
radiologists.

The country has a publicly funded health care system
managed at the provincial level. Over the past 2 decades,
hospitals have migrated from film- and paper-based
diagnostic imaging to digital formats. Further, all Canadian
provinces have regional or provincial diagnostic imaging
repositories. While these imaging repositories were
created to reduce unnecessary patient transfers and
duplication of tests, the large dataset of medical imaging
examinationsdeach accompanied by a reportdcould in
theory be used to create cohorts of patients with similar
diseases to train AI algorithms.

Since 1997, the Government of Canada has invested in a
modern system of information and communications
technologies for the health care system [25]. In so doing, it
has promoted standards governing shared data to ensure
compatibility of health information systems. For applications
that require large training datasets and validation at a
population level, these prior initiatives should facilitate
interoperability between provincial health information
systems and across imaging repositories. However, ongoing
efforts by the Canada Health Infoway Standards initiative
continue to be required to achieve full interoperability [26].
Access to Appropriate Data Type
Although AI technology is meant to be broadly
applicable, each modality of imaging data (eg, radiographs,
ultrasound, CT, and magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]) and
disease area will require development of specific strategies
for optimal performance. Optimal neural network design and
training parameters can vary greatly between data types. For
example, convolutional neural networks that have been
developed for image recognition of photographs have been
adapted for recognition of 2-dimensional (2D) medical
images such as radiographs and ultrasound. However, the
further development of 3-dimensional (3D) convolutional
neural networks, which have been used successfully in a
number of academic projects using 3D brain MRIs [27], may
be required to take full advantage of multi-planar imaging.

Therefore, it would be necessary to create freely
available, modality-specific sandboxes for computer
scientists to get a ‘‘feel’’ for the data, which will inform the
design process. For example, in the computer vision
community, the publicly available ImageNet dataset has been
used to produce numerous breakthroughs in machine
learning for image recognition, but many of these advances
are not directly applicable to medical imaging [28].

Once proof of concept for an application is established,
validation can proceed to larger standardized datasets,
preferably by an independent party using a setup similar to
that used by public image recognition challenges in which
the reference standard (ie, ‘‘ground truth’’) data curated by
the organizers are never released (to provide honest
performance benchmarks). Depending on applications and
sample size required, the validation dataset may in the future
require data from another hospital, province, or pooling of
data at a national level.
DICOM Anonymization and Deidentification
The DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine) file format is the standard for digital image
storage in medical imaging [29]. In addition to pixel
information, it contains ancillary information (metadata
often referred to as DICOM headers) such as patient details,
image technical parameters, and institutional variables
among others [30]. Any ML project aimed at image
recognition will typically involve the collection of image and
report data which contains protected health information
(PHI). Institutional review boards require deidentification or
anonymization of this data to analysis to mitigate risks of
PHI data breach. Deidentification implies that all PHI is
removed; however, with appropriate approval, patients can
be reidentified with the use of a data linking log, which
relates a study or patient identifier to a newly assigned study
or patient identifier. Linking logs must be kept secure, ideally
encrypted, and separate from the deidentified data.
Anonymization refers to the process of deidentification
wherein the linkage to original identification is irreversibly
broken [31]. Technical details of DICOM anonymization is a
complex topic beyond the scope of this white paper and may
serve as a topic for future discussion.
Data Sharing
Ethics and data ownership issues are well-known
challenges, especially for in the context of clinical
deployment of AI tools, which will require intervention and
advocacy at the level of policymakers [32].

Collaboration and sharing of data will require cultural
adjustments between different research fields and
jurisdictions. For example, sharing of imaging datasets so
that other teams can replicate and improve on the state of the
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art is a common practice in the field of computer science, but
uncommon in radiology where clinical and imaging data are
closely stored, in part out of concern that it may contain
sensitive confidential information that may be reidentified.
Similarly, we anticipate that research may focus on large
datasets released publicly or made available for collaboration
by researchers from jurisdictions with larger patient
populations and permissive rules of access for research
(eg, Stanford’s Medical ImageNet) [28].

For many applications, expert annotations (ie, measure-
ments, contouring, and descriptions) for training AI
algorithms are very expensive to obtain [33]. A direction of
research should be to make the annotation process more
efficient, which can also be done with AI. The Medical
Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention
Workshop on Large-scale Annotation of Biomedical data and
Expert Label Synthesis is an example of an academic venue
with this research focus [34].
Common Computing Framework
A common computing framework with an integrated data
warehouse will be required to efficiently share AI models,
experimental setups, and training and test data. For CAR
initiatives, reproducibility of new methods must receive
equal priority to diagnostic accuracy.

Standardization of a software framework will be a
challenge (each technical group will have its own
preferences), but is essential for sharing and codevelopment
of models. A number of established deep learning
frameworks are publicly available (eg, TensorFlow,
Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit) [35,36], but most are only
lightly tested with 3D images (eg, CTs and MRIs). For
research purposes, the selected framework must be
customizable and extensible until the algorithms are
sufficiently mature for deployment. Because these software
frameworks are rapidly evolving, data engineering should
also be standardized so that models can be updated.

For deep learning, sharing of network architectures,
hyperparameters (eg, learning rate), and training strategies is
vital to replicate results. There should be a consensus on the
minimal set of variables that should be reported. Container
technology such as Docker [37] and Jupyter Notebooks [37]
may be very helpful for packaging models and experiments
across different software environments and computer
platforms.

Specialized hardware capable of highly parallel
processing, such as GPUs and more recently tensor
processing units (TPUs), is required. Shared public resources
(eg, Compute Canada) [38] are available and are particularly
beneficial for large-scale projects, as it is generally not cost
effective for individual research groups to build large
specialized servers that can become obsolete quickly.
Resource allocation grants are available through Compute
Canada and should be explored. Individual groups can still
benefit from having their own local servers for rapid
prototyping and more flexible hardware upgrade cycles,
while keeping in mind compatibility with the selected larger
public framework.
Bridging the Valley of Death
The valley of death is a metaphor for the lack of resources
and expertise often encountered in translational research,
which often prevents innovative methods from going
beyond the proof-of-concept stage. In this case, many of the
advances in AI may take many years to become useful for
radiological practice, and many will never get there.

One main cause of the valley of death is that academics
must publish at top conferences and journals in their
respective fields, and the lack of researchers focusing on
translating the technical to the clinical creates a gap in the
middle. For example, new methods are being published at an
unprecedented rate in ML conferences such as the
Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems, but
most are not applied to medical images, and as a result
medicine is benefiting at a much slower pace. Conferences
such as Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted
Intervention try to fill the gap, but the most novel methods
(rather than the most validated ones) still garner the most
attention.

Ultimately, the driver of clinical adoption may reside in
the implementation and availability of AI applications
integrated into the PACS system at the reading station
(ie, the reading platform). Integrating concise and
standardized AI interpretation results directly in the DICOM
standard could allow easier portability with different PACS
systems.

Current AI frameworks are not accessible by none
computer scientists. This is fine for interdisciplinary groups
that have both clinical and technical people, but for primarily
clinical sites and for the purposes of deployment, substantial
effort will be required to improve the transparency of the
methods and access to the frameworks.
Academic and Industrial Collaborations
Development and validation of AI applications for
radiology will require new thinking and approaches as it
relates to collaborations and intellectual property between
academic research laboratories and industrial partners.
Several questions may arise in the process: 1) Who owns the
data and intellectual property on the models developed
jointly? 2) Should data sharing agreements be signed with
individual sites or with the research consortium in the case of
multicentre studies? 3) Should the technical ‘‘heavy lifting’’
be done by industrial partners or by academic research
laboratories in the interest of openly sharing the results of
trained models made possible with datasets obtained through
public funding? 4) Should the CAR focus on the clinical use
scenarios and outcomes, with involvement from technical
members only to provide technical oversight? and 5) Would
there be sufficient synergy between the goals of CAR and
those of industry?
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Recommendations
� The CAR should promote and facilitate research and
development of AI applications led by imaging experts in
collaboration with AI researchers and other stakeholders.

� The CAR should consider hosting medical imaging
datasets for training of AI models and testing of
performance.

� Researchers should develop a systematic approach to
identify the novel AI methods that are most applicable to
medical images.

� A CAR-driven initiative should coordinate a strong
contingent of scientific and programming staff that can
focus on the translational aspects of the work, such as
software engineering and maintenance, integration of
improvements, and robustness testing.

� Publication of CAR-driven initiatives should benefit all
members.

Clinical Applications

To be adopted in clinical practice, AI applications must
address unmet needs or improve on existing solutions.
Conceptually, there are at least 3 ways to classify clinical
applications of AI in radiology: clinical workflow, types of
applications, or classes of use cases.
Clinical Workflow
Clinical AI applications may be conceived as diagnostic
tests inserted in existing clinical pathways. In the existing
situation, an imaging test performed in a given population is
performed by radiologists. AI applications as alternative
triage, replacement, or add-on in clinical workflows are
illustrated in Figure 3. This terminology and concept is
adapted from the conceptual framework developed by
Bossuyt et al [39] for new diagnostic tests.

In a triage scenario, AI may be used as a screening tool to
sort examinations based on the probability of disease
Figure 3. Artificial intelligence (AI) in the clinical workfl
(eg, positive or negative result according to AI). An example
would be the triage of unread x-rays based on the highest
probability of disease determined by an AI algorithm
according to the content of images or other data available.
Such an application may determine which examination
should be interpreted first.

In a replacement scenario, AI may replace radiologists if
results are consistently more accurate, rapid, reproducible,
and easier to obtain. An example would be estimation of
bone age by an AI software found to consistently provide
better performance than a radiologist.

In an add-on scenario, AI may be used in a subgroup of
patients after the existing clinical pathway which relies on
interpretation by a radiologist. Add-on tools may be applied
only if the imaging findings warrant a time-consuming
application best left to ML algorithms. An example would
be automated lesion segmentation to calculate total tumour
volume for prioritization of liver transplant candidates with
hepatocellular carcinoma.
Types of Applications
The applications of ML in radiology generally fall into 1
of the following categories: detection, in which the goal is to
identify an anomaly within an image (eg, a lung nodule);
segmentation, in which a structure of interest is isolated from
the remainder of the study (eg, defining the boundary of an
organ); and classification, in which an image or lesion within
an image is assigned to a category (eg, is pulmonary
embolism present or not on this CT scan?).
Use Cases
A third way to approach clinical applications is based on
classes of use cases.

Separate normal from not normal
The basis of almost any radiologic interpretation includes

an implicit perceptual task done by the expert radiologist of
ow. Adapted from Bossuyt et al [39] with permission.
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classifying an image or a series of images as normal or
abnormal. This very simple use case class can be applied to
almost any medical imaging exam. Defining the boundary
between a normal and abnormal image in a formal way is
very complex and multifactorial. In this context, deep
learning can potentially excel by learning a hierarchical
normal representation of a specific type of image from a
large number of normal exams.

Improved CAD
CAD software has been present for a long time in radiology

for different types of exams and more commonly for screening
exams. In many cases, CAD sensitivity can potentially be
improved at the cost of a lower CAD specificity, explaining
the variable penetration in clinical workflow. Preliminary
results suggest that CAD based on deep learning algorithms
can improve the area under the receiver-operating
characteristic curve observed for many detection problems
compared with the previous generations of CAD [40].

Radiomics
Radiomics is a process that extracts a large number of

quantitative features from medical images. It can potentially
be applied to any medical condition, but it is currently
applied mostly in oncology for quantification of tumour
phenotype and for development of decision support tools
[41]. Deep learning and convolutional neural networks have
the potential to automatically extract the significant features
from images to help predict an important outcome
(eg, cancer-specific mortality).

Workflow optimization and quality assurance
AI will potentially provide a way to automatically detect

critical findings to change the level of reading priority of a
specific exam. For example, automated detection of small
intracranial hemorrhage could change the outcome of some
patients by improving the speed of reporting.

For unusual or complex cases, content-based image
retrieval software could retrieve prior imaging examinations
of other patients with similar imaging findings to assist the
radiologists’ diagnostic task. With proper integration, the
image retrieval could be seen directly in the PACS viewer.

Technical quality assurance programs could use AI to
automatically evaluate image quality and technical protocol
conformity in a radiology department. Medical quality
assurance programs could also help improve conformity to
standard of care reporting for the benefit of patients.

Grading and classification
The ACR Reporting and Data Systems (RADS) provide

assessment structure and classification for reporting in pa-
tient imaging [42]. Many other grading systems with similar
objectives are often published in peer-reviewed literature. A
deep neural network based on a convolutional neural network
can be trained as an image classifier where the classes are
defined by the different grading categories. With enough
properly labelled images, the network can learn the objective
grading rules directly from the images. This may lead to the
development of automated grading applications.

Natural language processing, computer-assisted reporting,
and knowledge management

An often-underappreciated application of AI in radiology
is the usage of natural language processing (NLP). While
distinct from the more obvious workflow impacts of imaging
findings detection and characterization, the wide-scale usage
of usage of NLP could have significant impacts on clinical
care, quality improvement, and health policy. The large
amount of unstructured information in full-text radiology
reports is a potentially invaluable source of information for
clinical care quality improvement and research, but presents
its own challenges with analysis, given the varied and
individual reporting styles of narrative reports.

NLP is commonly defined as the conversion of
unstructured text into a structured form to allow for the
automated extraction of information, synonymous with text
mining or information extraction. Broadly speaking, these
systems are divided into rules-based systems, which rely
upon linguistic expert crafted rules, vs ML methods, which
rely on algorithms to classify text or extract information.
NLP offers a variety of applications and use cases, with
applications in diagnostic surveillance, identifying cases
for research studies, and assessment of radiologic practice
quality [43]. A key limitation has been the limited
generalizability of NLP systems, which have often
required extensive local expert customization to accom-
modate local nuances in reporting syntax to improve per-
formance. Future avenues of research include the
classification of disease progression using temporal
reasoning, identifying relationships between anatomic lo-
cations and findings, validating and improving adminis-
trative coding of radiology reports, accelerating electronic
medical record chart review, offering differential diagnoses
from described findings, or the automated structuring of
narrative reports.

Advancements in NLP have suggested the possibility of
computer-assisted reporting, which is the application of NLP
in the creation of higher quality reports which
combine findings made in narrative or structured reports,
with evidence-based clinical guidelines, respecting the
radiologist’s natural workflow, while supporting consistent
recommendations and the customization of recommenda-
tions. Successfully applied, these technologies promise to
decrease unnecessary variation in reports and assist in
clinical decision making to improve the quality and
efficiency of patient care [44]. NLP is also playing a critical
role in the cohort curation of large datasets necessary for ML
and the development of deep learning algorithms. The largest
open public set of chest x-rays, ‘‘ChestX-ray8’’, composed of
108,948 frontal-view x-rays from 32,717 patients, was
derived from a combination of keyword search and removal
of negation and uncertainty [45]. New future functionality
promises to further optimize clinical workflow through the
background monitoring of reporting and the seamless
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integration of contextual information to radiologists derived
from the electronic medical record [46].
Recommendations
� AI applications should integrate and be interoperable
with existing clinical radiology workflows.

� AI applications in radiology should be clearly defined
according to their role, type, and use cases in the clinical
workflow.

� To prioritize the development of applications that
provide information not achievable with human vision.

� To prioritize the development of applications that
provide knowledge not widely available in the Canadian
radiology workforce.

� AI applications in radiology should be developed to
improve acquisition efficiency, image quality, and
production of structured reports.

Implementation

The 3 key components in the development of practical
solutions for implementation of AI in clinical radiology
practice include: 1) availability of training datasets,
2) interoperable frameworks, and 3) collaboration between
different stakeholders to ensure ethical, responsible, and
clinically useful applications.
Data
Paucity of large volumes of representative data constitutes
one of the major obstacles to the development and
benchmarking of AI applications in radiology. Furthermore,
inappropriate selection of benchmarking datasets or
application of heterogeneous datasets for benchmarking may
result in inaccurate estimates of performance.

Over the coming years, the creation of standard clinical
and image datasets with proven diagnoses across imaging
modalities will foster algorithm development and support
objective evaluation of performance. To do so, datasets must
be divided into larger training sets with known diagnoses and
smaller validation or testing sets of unknowns. These
datasets should be updated at regular intervals to ensure that
commercial solutions maintain the level of generalizability
that is being marketed. These data will need to be
anonymized, including through removal of identifiable
anatomic features (eg, face). This could be conducted in a
manner similar to that of the Cancer Imaging Archive, which
at the time of writing contains images of 40,913 patients
across modalities and body regions [47].

By analogy with medical biochemistry laboratories,
algorithm benchmarking and calibration should be conducted
using the local data of the implementing institution, at
regular intervals, and with every substantial modification of
the algorithm and imaging techniques used. This
benchmarking should be conducted as part of hospital-based
quality assurance in a manner that adheres to a set of
standards acceptable to all stakeholders listed below.
Interoperability Framework
Widespread clinical adoption of AI applications in
radiology will require interoperability between disparate
software used in radiology departments. Ensuring
interoperability is essential to enable local evaluation and
benchmarking of AI applications, especially in cases
where a radiological workflow could potentially consist of
contributions from multiple software vendors. For instance,
algorithms for protocolling, study prioritization, feature
analysis and extraction, and automated report generation could
conceivably each be a product of individual specialized
vendors. Productive collaboration of all involved stakeholders
is necessary to arrive at a set of standards aimed at ensuring
seamless integration of such algorithms in research and
clinical systems to support a broad range of institutional
hardware and software solutions, while respecting ethical
considerations regarding patient data privacy.

Discussions on a common software interoperability
framework should be initiated early in the development
process to avoid imaging informatics issues encountered in
bio- and cheminformatics. In these domains, numerous
vendors developed hundreds of unique file formats, data
representations, and database architectures, which resulted
in barriers to research efforts by placing the onus of
ensuring interoperability on the users. Fortunately, the
experience of these fields in breaking down silos can be
used as a basis for interoperability measures for AI-based
applications in radiology. Semantic Web Technologies
and RESTful web service frameworks may be harnessed
for this purpose in a manner similar to that implemented in
existing integrative biomedical informatics frameworks
[48]. The flexibility of these frameworks allows the
creation of separate globally-distributed research
implementations and institutionally-distributed clinical
implementations. Interoperability efforts should adhere to
the evolving DICOM Workgroup 23 recommendations on
Application Hosting standards [30].

Analogous to the current specification for imaging study
details, all relevant information for AI solutions will have
to be stored in the DICOM of the study to which they are
applied. Algorithm results have to be adequately traceable
to the generating algorithms, the order in which the algo-
rithms were executed in a workflow, the version of these
algorithms, and any variable parameters used, to enable
reproducibility and for medicolegal purposes. Adoption of
a common AI-based result representation framework would
be essential to ensure adequate data provenance. Analo-
gous with biomedical informatics, such annotations should
be backed by common ontologies to ensure further inter-
operability [49]. Existing ontologies or derivatives of
established ones, like RadLex, may be considered for this
role [50].
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People
Actively involving all stakeholders, including the patients,
radiologists, ordering physicians, imaging technologists,
hospital administration, regulatory bodies, industry, and
academia is critical to widespread clinical implementation of
AI in radiology. It is imperative that all involved stakeholders
can benefit from education regarding the benefits and
limitations of AI in radiology. In collaboration with
stakeholders, CAR may facilitate the development of best
practices pertaining to ethics, patient consent, enforcement of
confidentiality, data ownership, and the development of
interoperable, big data-ready and AI-friendly infrastructure at
local, regional, and national levels. Critical aspects such as
source of funding for development, implementation, and
delivery of clinical services using AI, as well as the level of
collaboration between stakeholders will have to be carefully
considered.
Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications
The new paradigm for the management of health care
promised by AI hinges on researchers gaining access to
large sets of health data from thousands of patients. In this
context, classic expectations regarding individual control
over personal information are challenged. We need to
develop new approaches to assess the ethical acceptability
and legitimacy of data science in health care: institutions
must ensure that the massive datasets they hold are properly
used; novel approaches are required for qualifying benefits
(health and economic) and assessing research risks and how
to mitigate them. Social acceptability must be a primary
concern, with patients involved as partners in the
development and implementation of new tools. New
approaches and ethical reasoning should be developed to
serve as guides for future provincial or national projects
Table 2

Overview of proposed Canadian Association of Radiologists AI Working Group

Working group Mandate(s)

Research and development - Define a research and development framewor

- Oversee the creation of annotated data

- Organize competitions

- Develop training, validation, and test datasets

Technique and applications - Evaluate and compare datasets, algorithms, a

Education - Contribute to outreach and education

- Propose content on AI at the annual scientifi

- Provide guidance on introductory pieces

- Suggest objectives and content for radiology

Legal and ethics - Define scope of access to health care data fo

- Advise on best practices in data management

- Inform on anonymization requirements

- Clarify scope of medico-legal responsibilities

Writing - Write a white paper updated on a regular bas

- Development of practice guidelines

- Definition of clinical use scenarios

Industrial partners - Liaison with industrial partners in technology

- Interoperability between AI systems

AI ¼ artificial intelligence.
that would need to combine massive amounts of health data
with AI in a private-public, multi-institution, trans-
disciplinary environment of Canada. To do that we also
need to integrate ethic, data privacy policies, and cyberse-
curity in the management of big dataset within a
technology-driven platform to scale up our approaches
across institutions.
Recommendations
� The CAR should encourage the development of repre-
sentative training datasets across a range of applications,
from triaging to diagnosis, for developing and testing AI
applications.

� The CAR should encourage the adoption of a common,
interoperable software framework for research and
clinical purposes to promote collaboration, and support
adequate medico-legal data provenance.

� The CAR should advocate for a standardized approach
for benchmarking and implementation of AI applications
in radiology.

� The CAR should promote collaboration between all
relevant stakeholders to ensure ethical, responsible, and
clinically useful implementation of AI in radiology.

Structure and Governance

One of the mandates of the CAR AI Working Group is to
‘‘oversee the formation and work of specific working groups
that may be formed in the future to address specific
challenges or issues of interest in AI’’. To fulfill its mandate,
the working group liaises with the CAR Board of Directors
and CAR staff, which it may advise on their engagement
with corporate partners working in the AI field. It may also
liaise with other societies sharing similar missions, such as
the ACR’s Data Science Institute [13].
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Figure 4. Proposed structure and governance of Canadian Association of Radiologists Artificial Intelligence Working Groups. ACR ¼ American College of

Radiology; AI ¼ artificial intelligence; CAR ¼ Canadian Association of Radiologists; WG ¼ working group.
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The working group may propose to the CAR Board the
creation of new subeworking groups and changes in their
leadership. It may guide subeworking groups and approve
the content produced by these subeworking groups. A list of
potential subeworking groups and their proposed mandates
is summarized in Table 2.
Recommendation
� To create specific working groups dedicated to research
and development, technique and applications, education,
legal and ethics, writing group, and industrial partners to
address challenges or issues pertinent to AI in Radiology
(Figure 4).

Role of Radiologists

Radiologists are primarily known for their image
interpretation skills. As a result, recent breakthroughs in
image recognition introduced by deep learning techniques
have been equated in the media with the imminent demise of
radiologists. This misconception has been amplified by
bold statements made by prominent researchers in AI
[51,52]. These statements are best understood from the
perspective of advances in a subset of tasks accomplished by
radiologists that require specialized intelligence, mainly
detection of anomalies [40,53], segmentation [54], and
image classification [55].

However, the complex work performed by radiologists
includes many other tasks that require common sense and
general intelligence for problem solvingetasks that cannot
be achieved through AI. Understanding a case may require
integration of medical concepts from different scientific
fields (eg, anatomy, physiology, medical physics) and clinical
specialties (eg, surgery, pathology, oncology) to provide
plausible explanations for imaging findings. Such tasks
accomplished by radiologists on a daily basis include
consultation, protocoling, review of prior examinations,
quality control, identification and dismissal of imaging
artifacts, cancer staging, disease monitoring, interventional
procedures for diagnostic or therapeutic purpose, reporting,
management guidance, expertise in multidisciplinary
discussions, and patient reassurance (Figure 5). Additional
tasks include education and the development of departmental
policy.
With technological advances in computer science, it is
anticipated that an increasing number of repetitive tasks will
be automated over time. The PACS of all hospitals contain
large imaging datasets with matching descriptions within
radiology reports that can be used to perform ML on very large
scale. The interactions between radiology images and their
reports have been used to train ML for automated detection of
disease in images [56]. Of note, a recent review of deep
learning revealed that many recent applications in medical
image analysis focus on 2D convolutional neural networks
which do not directly leverage 3D information [57]. While 3D
convolutional neural networks are emerging for analysis of
multiplanar imaging (eg, CT), further research will be required
to analyze multiparametric imaging examinations (eg, MRI).

Historically, residency programs have successfully
integrated basic sciences (eg, biomedical physics and
radiation protection) in their teaching curriculum. Because it
is anticipated that the nature of the work accomplished by
radiologists will evolve in the future, it follows that the radi-
ology programs should begin to integrate health informatics,
computer science and statistics courses in their curriculum.
Recommendations
� The CAR should inform the AI community of
the role played by radiologists as consultants, experts,
diagnosticians, interventionalists, educators, and policy-
makers involved in patient care.

� The radiology community should be prepared for auto-
mation of image interpretation tasks that will transform
the nature of their work, particularly in 2D modalities.

� Residency programs should integrate health informatics,
computer science, and statistics courses in AI in their
curriculum.

Impact of AI on Radiology in Canada

AI is currently having an immense impact on the research
landscape of radiology departments across Canada. The
availability of parallel computing hardware and ease of the
open-source software tools have helped spark a movement
towards AI research in Canadian academic departments that
has frequently involved leadership from residents, fellows,
and junior staff who are comfortable with the technology. AI
research, which can be done on data exports or even open



Figure 5. Tasks vs work. Diagram illustrating the role of radiologists in patient care. Grey boxes indicate classes of tasks accomplished by radiologists. The red

box indicates the areas of focus of artificial intelligence techniques in radiology. This figure is available in colour online at http://carjonline.org/.
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source data, is significantly less expensive than traditional
imaging research involving patient recruitment, research
coordinators, and prospective scanning.

In the next 5 years, Canadian radiologists will see more
competent AI application incorporated into PACS workflows,
especially for laborious tasks prone to human error such as
detection of lung nodules on x-rays or bone metastases on
CT. Currently, there is no evidence in the literature that AI
can replace radiologists in day-to-day clinical practice.
However, there is evidence that AI can improve the perfor-
mance of clinicians and that both clinicians and AI working
together are better than either alone [58,59]. For example,
Lakhani and Sundaram [59] showed that a radiologist-
augmented approach could improve the performance of 2
deep neural networks by resolving their disagreements.

Canadian health care budgets will need to include funding
and support for new AI tools that potentially improve disease
detection. In Canada, where PACS upgrades and optimiza-
tions are budget limited, Radiology leaders will need to
strongly advocate for solutions that incorporate AI into
image interpretation workflows to optimize patient care,
reduce detection errors and increase hospital efficiencies.

To remain current Canadian radiologists will need to follow
and contribute to health care AI research and development,
embrace the changes in workflow that will be required to
support the implementation of clinical AI and adapt to changes
in their practice that will improve care of their patients.
Recommendations
� Radiologists should partner with the computer science
and engineering departments of their affiliated univer-
sities to ensure that the problems under examination have
maximum clinical benefit.
� The CAR must educate government policymakers on the
complexities of radiology and the consequences of mis-
ses, including associated morbidity and litigation costs.

� The CAR should provide a pathway for the implementation
of AI tools in Canadian PACS environments, establishing
minimum performance metrics for critical abnormalities.
Conclusions
AI techniques have been steadily developed since
1955 but recently have undergone a resurgence due to
breakthrough performance arising from a combination of
factors: wide availability of labeled data, advances in neural
network architectures, and availability of parallel computing
hardware. In radiology, AI applications currently focus on
anomaly detection, segmentation, and classification of
images. Familiarity with the terminology and key concepts in
this field will allow the radiology community to critically
analyze the opportunities, pitfalls, and challenges associated
with the introduction of these new tools. Radiologists should
become actively involved in research and development in
collaboration with key stakeholders, scientists, and industrial
partners to ensure radiologist oversight in the definition of
use cases and validation process, and in the clinical
application for patient care. Residency programs should
integrate health informatics and computer science courses in
AI in their curriculum.
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